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Abstract. Quantum one-class support vector machines leverage the advantage
of quantum kernel methods for semi-supervised anomaly detection. However,
their quadratic time complexity with respect to data size poses challenges when
dealing with large datasets. In recent work, quantum randomized measurements
kernels and variable subsampling were proposed, as two independent methods to
address this problem. The former achieves higher average precision, but suffers
from variance, while the latter achieves linear complexity to data size and has
lower variance. The current work focuses instead on combining these two meth-
ods, along with rotated feature bagging, to achieve linear time complexity both to
data size and to number of features. Despite their instability, the resulting models
exhibit considerably higher performance and faster training and testing times.

Keywords: Quantum Machine Learning · Anomaly Detection · OC-SVM · Effi-
cient Quantum Kernel Calculation

1 Introduction

Anomaly detection algorithms ensure the proper functioning and security of various
systems in today’s increasingly digitalized landscape. They aim to identify observa-
tions or events that deviate from expected patterns within a dataset. They can detect
irregularities such as unauthorized network access or unexpected machinery behavior,
thus preventing potential data breaches, accidents, and financial losses. In the medical
field, these algorithms enable earlier and more accurate diagnoses [5], reduce the inci-
dence of medical errors, and facilitate real-time monitoring of patients’ conditions by
alerting healthcare providers to sudden changes [3]. Similarly, in electronic commerce,
they are essential for enabling authorized customers to transact securely online while
protecting financial service providers and enterprises from fraudulent activity. Despite
the effectiveness of anomaly detection algorithms, they face challenges such as deal-
ing with unbalanced or unlabelled datasets, high-dimensional and correlated data, and

*Combined first authorship.
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the diverse and rare nature of anomalies, making it difficult to accurately distinguish
anomalies from normal patterns.

Quantum Machine Learning (QML), which combines machine learning and quan-
tum computing, offers solutions to these challenges by utilizing quantum algorithms
to compute complex kernels that are difficult to handle classically [8]. Research into
the potential use of quantum algorithms for anomaly detection has shown promising
results. For instance, Kyriienko et al. [11] observe a significant 20% improvement in
average accuracy through integrating quantum kernels into one-class support vector
machine models, demonstrating the potential effectiveness of quantum methods in en-
hancing anomaly detection. However, scalability challenges emerged, affecting training
and testing times as the data size increased.

In response to this, our previous work [12] engages in the search for effective and
accurate quantum anomaly detection using one-class SVMs by employing two promis-
ing approaches: randomized measurements and variable subsampling. Unmitigated ran-
domized measurements offer superior average precision, but their instability and higher
time complexity to number of qubits hinder practical application. Methods utilizing
variable subsampling approaches that integrate inversion test kernels demonstrate no-
table improvements in computational efficiency and a reduction in variance.

This paper introduces two new methods that bring together randomized measure-
ments, variable subsampling and rotated feature bagging to bridge the gap between
these two approaches. This research work addresses the following questions:

– Can Variable Subsampling Quantum OC-SVM ensembles benefit from the utiliza-
tion of Randomized Kernel Measurements and is there a performance trade-off?

– Can the use of Rotated Feature Bagging on these Variable Subsampling ensembles
assist in reducing the exponential time complexity with respect to the number of
qubits/features?

The goal is developing dependable quantum anomaly detection models that achieve a
balance between performance, stability, and computational efficiency. Our new methods
yield vastly improved average precision and even better time complexity, despite their
higher variance.

This work is structured as follows: in Section 2, we give a short introduction to One-
Class Support Vector Machines and Quantum Kernel Embeddings. Then, we highlight
related studies in Section 3 and outline our approach using Randomized Measurements
and Variable Subsampling in Section 4. In Section 5, we provide information about our
experimental setup and in Section 6 we share the results of our study. We conclude in
Section 7 with a short summary and suggestions for further research.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we provide the foundational concepts and methodologies pertinent to
our study. We begin with an exploration of One-Class Support Vector Machines, a key
technique for unsupervised anomaly detection. Following this, we delve into Quantum
Kernel Embedding, illustrating how quantum circuits can be leveraged to encode data
into high-dimensional feature spaces for enhanced separability.
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Fig. 1: The linearly inseparable points on the input space are mapped using a quantum
feature map Φ into a feature space where they are linearly separable [1].

2.1 One-Class Support Vector Machines

One-class Support Vector Machines (OC-SVM) are popular models for unsupervised
anomaly detection proposed by Schölkopf et al. [17]. While conventional SVMs find
the maximum margin hyperplane to distinguish anomalies in the labeled data for two
or more classes, OC-SVMs assume that the origin represents the anomalous class when
labels are absent. In an OC-SVM, the model is trained to distinguish genuine data from
anomalies by maximizing the margin b between the origin and the input data, rewarding
the model for increasing this margin, and penalizing the points below the hyperplane
(Fig. 1). A hyperparameter ν ∈ (0,1] is introduced, which regulates the ratio of points
that remain on the negative side of the separator, which are then subsequently classified
as anomalies.

min
w,b

1
2

w2 +
1

νN

N

∑
i=1

max{b−w ·Φ(xi),0}−b (1)

However, real-world data is often not linearly separable, presenting a challenge in
identifying a maximum margin hyperplane. Feature maps Φ : X → F address this prob-
lem by transforming the low-dimensional input data X into a higher-dimensional fea-
ture space F for improved separability. Due to the computational complexity of the
direct computation of feature maps, kernel functions k : X ×X → R are an alternative
approach. These functions determine the similarity of data points within the embedded
feature space by using inner products computed directly in the original input space X ,
effectively and efficiently overcoming the need for explicit coordinate computations in
the high-dimensional feature space F .

A cornerstone of kernel-based learning algorithms is the efficiency of the computa-
tion of kernel functions k(xi,x j), which can be concatenated into a Gram matrix G:

Gi j = ⟨Φ(xi),Φ(x j)⟩= k(xi,x j) (2)
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The Gram matrix permits formulating a dual form of the problem in Eq. 1 and enables
finding an implicit parameterization of the separating hyperplane during training, deter-
mined by the optimal support vectors, which are a subset of the training data identified
by the dual coefficients αi.

The scoring of new data is a function of implicit parametrization and its relation to
the separating hyperplane.

Score(xnew) =
N

∑
i=1

αi · k(xnew,xi) (3)

The assigned label for new data is specified by the score’s sign, with negative scores
indicating anomalies and positive scores signifying normalcy.

2.2 Quantum Kernel Embedding

Unlike classical feature maps, which transform data into a higher-dimensional feature
space, quantum feature maps leverage parameterized quantum circuits to directly en-
code data as quantum states within the Hilbert space H . This encoding is achieved
through the application of a data-dependent unitary quantum gate UΦ(x) acting on a
quantum basis state mathematically expressed as |Φ(x)⟩=UΦ(x) |0⟩. The IQP-like (In-
stantaneous Quantum Polynomial) feature map, which has the advantage of being hard
to simulate classically [8], encodes a d-dimensional input xi into d qubits. This process
starts with applying a block of Hadamard gates, which prepares the qubits in a super-
position state. Each input data feature is encoded into individual qubits by single qubit
Z-rotations, ensuring that the information is accurately represented in the quantum state.
RZZ gates are applied between adjacent qubits to encode the interactions between the
features, effectively linking the qubits and embedding the correlations into the data.

|Φ(xi)⟩=UZ(xi)H⊗dUZ(xi)H⊗d
∣∣∣0d
〉
,

UZ(xi) = exp

(
d

∑
j=1

λxi jZ j +
d

∑
j=1

d

∑
j′=1

λ
2xi jxi j′Z jZ j′

)
,

(4)

The parameter λ depends on the number of data reuploads and indicates how often
the quantum feature map is applied to encode the classical data. Note that this parameter
affects the kernel bandwidth similarly to the kernel bandwidth parameter γ [18]. Fig. 2a
provides a visual representation, illustrating the IQP-like feature map that encodes a
d-dimensional input xi into d qubits and demonstrates the influence of the parameter λ.

Once data has been encoded into quantum states, the measure of the similarity be-
tween these states is their fidelity. The fidelity can be expressed in terms of the density
matrices, which have the form

F(x,x′) = Tr(ρ(x)ρ(x′)). (5)

In the case of pure quantum states, the fidelity is calculated as the square of the overlap
of the states, which is given by

F(x,x′) = |
〈
Φ(x′)

∣∣Φ(x)
〉
|2. (6)
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Fig. 2: Quantum circuits for IQP-like feature map, inversion test and swap test

Therefore, fidelity measurement techniques can be used for the determination of
the kernel matrix elements. The swap and inversion tests represent the predominant
approaches among the various available methods. The inversion test, shown in detail in
Fig. 2b, measures the overlap between the pure quantum states of two data points x and
x′ by applying the unitary feature map of x followed by the adjoint of the unitary feature
map of x′ . This method doesn’t require additional qubits, but results in circuits twice
as deep as those used in the swap test and only works with unitary feature maps. The
computation of the kernel matrix with this method requires O(n2) kernel evaluations,
where n is the size of the data. In contrast, the swap test, depicted in Fig. 2c embeds the
quantum states for two data points, x and x′, in parallel, using a controlled swap gate
to extract similarity information into an additional qubit, which is then measured in
the computation base. While this works for pure and mixed states, it requires twice the
circuit width of the inversion test, requiring devices with many qubits. It relies on the
swap trick, which derives the inner product from the tensor product of density matrices
ρi and ρ j utilizing a swap gate S, expressed in Eq. 7:

Tr(ρiρ j) = Tr(Sρi ⊗ρ j). (7)

3 Related Work

3.1 Quantum Anomaly Detection

This work tackles the time complexity issue raised by Kyriienko et al. [11], which com-
bines the one-class SVM with a complex computational kernel based on the IQP-like
feature map (Fig. 2a) to achieve a 20% improvement in average precision compared to
the traditional benchmark. It expands on our prior work [12], which explores two strate-
gies to reduce time complexity in relation to data size: Variable Subsampling ensembles
with Inversion Test kernels and single models using the Randomized Measurements
kernel.
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Hybrid quantum-classical models have emerged as a leading approach in anomaly
detection. For example, Sakhnenko et al. [15] has refined the hidden representation of
an auto-encoder (AE) by integrating a parameterized quantum circuit (PQC) with its
bottleneck. This approach transitions to an unsupervised model after training, replac-
ing the decoder with an isolation forest, and assessing the performance across various
datasets and PQC architectures. In parallel, Herr et al. [9] has adapted the classical
AnoGAN [16] by incorporating a Wasserstein GAN, in which the generator is sub-
stituted with a hybrid quantum-classical neural network. The network is subsequently
trained using a variational algorithm.

In contrast, methods like the QUBO-SVM mentioned in Wang et al. [19] trans-
form the standard SVM optimization problem into a quadratic unconstrained binary
optimization (QUBO) problem. This enables efficient solving using quantum annealing
solvers, preserving the traditional SVM optimization framework while accelerating ac-
curate prediction by effectively identifying kernel functions, thus allowing for practical
real-time anomaly detection.

Ray et al. [13] explores hybrid ensembles that integrate bagging and stacking tech-
niques using a combination of quantum and classical components, each playing a sig-
nificant role in anomaly detection. The quantum components encompass various vari-
able quantum circuit architectures, kernel-based SVMs, and quantum annealing-based
SVMs. In contrast, the classical components consist of logistic regression, graph con-
volutional neural networks, and light gradient boosting models.

3.2 Efficient Gram Matrix Evaluation

Quantum kernel methods play a crucial role in various quantum machine learning appli-
cations, but they face significant computational challenges. To address these difficulties,
two approaches have been proposed: (i) Quantum-Friendly Classical Methods, which
reduce the number of kernel matrix elements that need to be evaluated, and (ii) Quantum
Native Methods, which aim to minimize the overall number of measurements required
and rely on classical post-processing, which is easily parallelizable or vectorizable.

Randomized Measurement kernels, pioneered by Haug et al. in 2021 [7] and com-
bined with hardware-efficient feature maps. They enable faster kernel measurement,
but could only approximate Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernels on both synthetic and
MNIST data. In contrast, the classical shadow method, proposed by Huang et al. in 2020
[10], employs a similar quantum protocol but diverges in classical post-processing. It
provides classical state snapshots through the inversion of a quantum channel, often
achieving reduced error in predicting the second Rényi Entropy.

Variable subsampling, which was first introduced by Aggarwal and Sathe in 2015
[2], and its advanced counterpart, variable subsampling with rotated bagging, present
an efficient approach to ensemble training. The methods use different sample sizes and
rotational orthogonal axis system projections to improve both computational efficiency
and an adaptive ensemble model training strategy. They have been successfully tested
with algorithms like the local outlier factor (LOF) models and the k-Nearest Neighbors
algorithm.

The Distance-based Importance Sampling and Clustering (DISC) approach, pro-
posed by Hajibabaee et al. [6], and Block Basis Factorization (BBF), introduced by
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Wang et al. [20], are both variations of matrix decomposition-based methods for ker-
nel approximation. DISC constructs approximation matrices using cluster centroids as
landmarks and assumes the kernel matrix to be symmetrical. On the other hand, BBF
creates a smaller inner similarity matrix by employing randomized spectral value de-
composition on cluster samples, delivering superior performance in comparison to the
k-means Nyström method.

4 Approach

Several methods for efficient gram matrix evaluation have been highlighted in the pre-
vious review of related work. In this context, we will concentrate on two specific meth-
ods that can be utilized for both symmetric training kernel matrices and asymmetric
prediction kernel matrices. While the Classical Shadows and Block Basis Factorization
techniques fulfill this requirement, we decide to investigate Randomized Measurements
and Variable Subsampling methods due to their intuitive conceptual framework.

4.1 Randomized Measurements Kernel

This method is practically employed in kernel calculation for classification by Haug et
al. [7] and is suggested for the quantum OC-SVM in Kyriienko et al. [11]. It tries to
attain linear time complexity with respect to the data set size for the quantum kernel cal-
culation by avoiding redundant measurements. This is achieved through acquiring mea-
surements of the respective quantum feature maps of each individual data point in mul-
tiple random bases and subsequently aggregating them using classical post-processing.
The method notably diminishes the required number of measurements, thereby allevi-
ating the overall computational burden.

The concept of fidelity computation is based on treating the swap operator S as
a quantum twirling channel Φ

(2)
N , as described in Elben et al. [4]. Quantum twirling

channels are frequently used in error correction. For instance, the application of a 2-
fold local quantum twirling channel to arbitrary operator O is expressed as

Φ
(2)
N (O) = (U⊗2)†OU⊗2, (8)

with . . . denoting the average over the Haar random unitaries U =
⊗N

k Uk where
the unitaries Uk, applied to the k ∈ {1, . . . ,N} qubit, are sampled from a unitary 2-
design. A unitary t-design is a finite set of unitaries which approximates the properties
of probability distributions over the Haar measure for all possible unitaries of degree
less than t, ensuring uniform sampling across unitary matrices.

The authors [4] demonstrate that the average of the second-order cross-correlation
of the randomized measurements’ outcome probabilities PU (.) can be expressed as the
expectation value of an operator O, which applies to a twirling channel and two copies
of the quantum state ρ.

∑
s,s′

Os,s′PU (s)PU (s′) = Tr
(

Φ
(2)
N (O) ρ⊗ρ

)
. (9)
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The similarity between the right side of this equation and the formula for the swap
trick suggests the possibility of representing the purity and fidelity of quantum states in
terms of the outcome probabilities of randomized measurements. For this, it suffices to
determine the coefficients Os,s′ so that S= Φ

(2)
d (O). The derivation of these coefficients

is facilitated by the utilization of Weingarten calculus for Haar-random unitaries and
Schur-Weyl duality [14] yielding:

Os,s′ = dN(−d)−H(s,s′), (10)

where d denotes the dimension of the N qudits and H(s,s′) is the Hamming distance
between the measured strings s and s′.

The formula for quantum fidelities is derived using these coefficients in Eq. 8 and
can be directly used to calculate the kernel entries from the measurement outcomes in
a classical post-processing:

F(ρ1,ρ2) = Tr(S ρ1 ⊗ρ2) = ∑
s,s′

dN(−d)−H(s,s′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Os,s′

PU (s)PU (s′). (11)

To construct a local Haar random unitary UHaar, corresponding to a single basis
rotation, a unitary Uk ∈ SU(2) is sampled for each qubit and the tensor product of the
unitaries for all qubits UHaar =

⊗d
k=1 Uk is built. As shown in Fig. 3 [12], each quantum

circuit uses a unitary UΦ corresponding to the quantum feature map, along with one of
the r different local Haar random unitaries UHaar. Every circuit necessitates the execu-
tion of ns distinct shots. This process results in the acquisition of r sets of strings, de-
noted as sA, along with their corresponding measurement probabilities, P(i)

U (sA). These
probabilities are calculated for each string resulting from random basis rotations, rep-
resented by UHaar. Since we are using N qubits, post-processing involves utilizing the
following formula:

K(xi,x j) = 2N
∑

sA,s′A

(−2)−H(sA,s′A)P(i)
U (sA)P

( j)
U (s′A) (12)

The fidelity measurement has a statistical error, which can be approximated as ∆G≈
1

s
√

r [7]. This error needs to be mitigated, especially in noisy hardware situations. One
way to do this is by recording purities in the diagonal of the training kernel matrix,
computing the purities of new data from their randomized measurements and using
them to calculate the mitigated kernel elements:

Km(xi,x j) =
Tr(ρiρ j)√

Tr(ρ2
i )Tr(ρ2

j)
. (13)

The quantum kernel calculation part uses randomized measurements and has a time
complexity of nrns (n: data size, r: basis rotation unitaries, ns: shots per basis rotation).
In contrast, classical post-processing requires a time complexity of n2, which increases
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exponentially as the number of qubits (features) grows. The implementation described
in Haug et al. can be found in the Large Scale QML in the GitHub repository*, and the
randomized measurement processing and combination functionalities can be accessed
from the repository qc_optim*.

A novel implementation* was developed to accommodate the IQP-like feature map
and enable interim kernel copy retention and calculation time-keeping.

Sample r random
Haar unitaries UHaar

|0⟩

...
...

|0⟩

|0⟩

...
...

|0⟩

UΦ(x) UHaar sA,PU(sA)

UΦ(x′) UHaar s′A,PU(s′A)

Classical Postpro-
cessing using Eq. 12

Repeat measurement for r Haar
random unitaries, each for ns shots

Fig. 3: The protocol and the circuit architecture for calculating quantum kernel functions
using randomized measurement.[12]

4.2 Variable Sampling Ensembles using Inversion Test Kernels

An ensemble technique called Variable Subsampling is recommended in [1] to address
sensitivities in the one-class SVM, specifically regarding kernel choice and hyperpa-
rameter ν values. Variable Subsampling ensembles, unlike bagging ensembles, not only
select random subsets of the data for model training, but also ensure these subsamples
are of different size. This implicitly enables sampling across parameter spaces, par-
ticularly those associated with data size, such as the expected anomaly ratio ν in the
one-class SVM.

For instance, if a variable subsampling ensemble consists of 3 OC-SVMs trained
with ν = 0.1 and sample sizes of 53, 104, and 230, each ensemble component would
have a different number of support vectors, leading to different decision boundaries. By
combining these, it is possible to mitigate bias or variance in predictions.

*https://github.com/chris-n-self/large-scale-qml
*https://github.com/chris-n-self/qc_optim
*https://github.com/AfraeA/q-anomaly

https://github.com/chris-n-self/large-scale-qml
https://github.com/chris-n-self/qc_optim
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The construction of the ensemble commences by uniformly sampling c different
subsample sizes ni between 50 and 1000. Data subsets Di corresponding to the sam-
pled sizes ni are randomly selected from the dataset and utilized to train base model
instances, notably the quantum one-class SVM with the quantum Inversion Test. Even
though different subsamples might contain the same element, the data within a subsam-
ple is sampled without replacement. Predictions are derived by aggregating normalized
decision functions from all components. Each ensemble component i ∈ {1, . . . ,c} is
trained with a different data size ni, resulting in variations of the decision functions [2].
Averaging outlier scores is advantageous for reducing variance and achieving better
performance with smaller datasets. However, utilizing the maximum score decreases
bias and increases variance. Following the extraction of decision function values, the
class label is determined using the threshold function sgn(.).

Adding more components and a higher maximum subsample size can lead to better
variance reduction, but this comes with the cost of requiring more computational re-
sources and time. Nonetheless, by selecting hyperparameters reasonably, this balance
can be effectively managed. For instance, by opting for a maximum subsample size of
nmax = 100, as opposed to the 1000 points suggested by the original study, and employ-
ing c = ⌊ n

100⌋ components rather than a fixed count of 100, we might compromise on
performance to a certain extent. This approach offers valuable insights into the ensem-
ble method’s performance when scalability is a significant consideration.

During the training period, the computational complexity is around c×( nmin+nmax
2 )2,

with c representing the total number of components in the ensemble, while nmin = 50
and nmax = 100 denote the smallest and largest subsample sizes respectively. When
adjustments for scalability are applied, the complexity formula is adjusted to ⌊ n

100⌋×( 50+100
2

)2
, which shows a linear complexity pattern. The testing phase also follows a

linear complexity trend, described by c× nmin+nmax
2 ×ntest, where ntest is the number of

test samples.

4.3 Variable Subsampling Ensembles using Randomized Measurements Kernels

The Variable Subsampling method explained in the section above can also be used in
combination with the quantum Randomized Measurements (RM) kernels. This can be
done by passing each of the selected subsamples to an OC-SVM instance that uses the
quantum Randomized Measurements kernel.

The aim of incorporating the two methods is that they can potentially reduce the
high variance that the unmitigated Randomized Measurements models exhibit in [12].
This is under the premise that the method combines scores of multiple components,
each trained with different samples. Similar to Variable Subsampling using the Inver-
sion Test kernel, the method leads to a reduction in time complexity related to data
size. However, it has exponential time complexity with respect to the number of fea-
tures/qubits, comparable to the single OC-SVM model with the randomized measure-
ments kernel.
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4.4 Variable Subsampling Ensembles with Rotated Feature Bagging using
Randomized Measurements Kernels

Variable Subsampling with Rotated Feature Bagging was proposed for classical mod-
els along with the standard Variable Subsampling method by [2]. It makes use of the
premise that real data usually contains considerable correlations across different dimen-
sions and can thus be represented in much lower dimensions without causing informa-
tion loss.

Since finding the optimal transformation of the data is not trivial, it is much simpler
to sample random projections and average the resulting scores from the models trained
on the projected data samples.

Therefore, besides reducing the variance across the variously sized samples, the ap-
proach reduces the variance across projections of the data onto different lower-dimensional
axis systems.

In addition to the steps of the standard variable subsampling method, the data sam-
ple Di of each component i ∈ {1, . . . ,c} is projected into a lower-dimensional axis sys-
tem before it is used in training. This random projection is accomplished by matrix
multiplication with a random rotation matrix Ei. With an original subsample data ma-
trix Di of the size ni × d and the random projection matrix Ei of the size d × r′, the
resulting sample data matrix D′

i = Di ·Ei has size ni × r′.
The matrix D′

i is passed as training data for the component i. In this case, this com-
ponent is an instance of a quantum OC-SVM with a Randomized Measurements ker-
nel. The random projection matrix Ei is saved to be eventually reused during testing to
project the new data into the same low-dimensional axis system before it is passed to
the component i for scoring.

The random projection matrix Ei is unique to each ensemble component. It is cal-
culated by constructing a matrix Y from elements that are sampled from a uniform
distribution of values in the range [−1,1] and subsequently using the Gram-Schmidt
process to obtain r′ mutually orthogonal basis columns of the matrix Y .

The dimensions of the new axis system are usually set to r′ = 2+ ⌈
√

d
2 ⌉. This is

because of the observation that real data’s implicit dimensionality grows slower than√
d

2 in real datasets. The additional two dimensions are added to that number, as the
method would otherwise not function for data that comes originally with 3 or fewer
dimensions.

The main purpose of using Rotated Feature Bagging in our case is mainly to address
the exponential time complexity to number of features/qubits resulting from the usage
of the Randomized Measurements kernel without losing performance. This is a natural
result of the reduction of the number of features/Qubits to r′ = 2+ ⌈

√
d

2 ⌉. For instance,
if the original dataset has 28 features, the components of the ensemble model will be
trained with 5 features.

5 Experimental Setup

This section outlines the implementation details to ensure the reproducibility of the
experiments. It discusses in detail the preliminary data preparation procedures, the dif-
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ferent approaches of kernel computation, and the methods used to select unique hyper-
parameters.

1. The initial set aims to analyze the performance, training and evaluation times re-
lated to the size of the dataset. Its primary goal is to understand how model perfor-
mance evolves with increased amounts of data and to compare the computational
effeciency provided by our approaches, as outlined in Section 4.

2. In our second set of experiments, our goal is to investigate the impact of feature
(or qubit) numbers on the performance and computation times of our approaches.
We aim to ascertain whether there are any adverse effects on performance and to
showcase the time complexity in function of the number of features/qubits.

All experiments have been performed with a variety of 15 seeds, ranging from 0 through
14.

5.1 Datasets

In our research, we analyze two distinct datasets, categorized based on their origin
as either synthetic or real-world, to examine different methodologies. The synthetic
dataset is only employed in the first set of experiments since its two-dimensional nature
inherently restricts the exploration of a wide range of features.

The Synthetic Data is a two-dimensional, not linearly separable dataset developed
through alterations made to a demonstration of OC-SVM from SKlearn* to generate
training samples of various sizes. The test samples for the synthetic data consistently
consist of 125 points, featuring an anomaly proportion 0.3.

The Credit Card Fraud Data * contains around 284,000 data points, with 492 clas-
sified as anomalous (class 1) across 31 features, 28 of which are anonymized features
obtained through the application of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We ommit
the ’time’ and ’amount’ features and use the data in a non-time series manner. The test
sets for this dataset also contain 125 points, with an anomaly ratio of 0.05.

5.2 Data Pre-processing

The quantum kernel measurement technique used and the choice of the dataset deter-
mine the pre-processing methods. The pre-processing of synthetic data occurs only with
a randomized measurement kernel. In contrast, the treatment of real data varies based
on the quantum kernel measurement technique employed.

Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel: When employing the RBF, standard scaling was
applied after splitting the data into training and test sets to ensure that all features had
a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. Following this, PCA was employed to
reduce the data to the necessary number of features.

*https://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/svm/plot_oneclass.html
*https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/svm/plot_oneclass.html
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/mlg-ulb/creditcardfraud
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Inversion Test Kernels: The inversion test necessitates an additional procedural step
when compared to the methodologies applied to the RBF. This adjustment arises due to
the unique application of the data as rotation angles within the construct of the quan-
tum circuit. Consequently, it becomes imperative to implement a scaling factor of 0.1
subsequent to the PCA to accommodate this distinctive requirement.

Randomized Measurements Kernels: According to the protocols outlined by Haug et
al. [7], a unique rescaling approach is required for the randomized measurement ker-
nels. After the PCA, a secondary standard scaling phase is carried out, followed by an
additional rescaling using the factor 1√

M
, where M represents the post-PCA data dimen-

sionality.

5.3 Baselines

In the initial series of experiments conducted, an attempt is made to replicate the find-
ings associated with the OC-SVM, as outlined in the study by Kyriienko et al. [11] us-
ing the Credit Card Fraud dataset. These findings are subsequently employed as bench-
marks for both quantum and classical analyses. Due to the need for more detailed infor-
mation regarding their sampling methodology and the absence of explicit information
on the sizes of their test sets, we opted to utilize uniform random sampling to generate
our data sets. These sets consist of 500 points for training and 125 points for testing.
Consistent with the original authors’ approach, we trained the OC-SVM exclusively on
non-anomalous data. However, the test set is selected to have a 0.05 ratio of anomalies.

Every seed is associated with a distinct partitioning of the dataset. In the experi-
ments investigating the impact of data, the number of features remains fixed at d = 2
for the synthetic data and d = 6 for the CC Fraud dataset, while the training data size
varies. For the experiments involving various feature numbers, the data size remains
constant at n = 500 data samples and the qubit/feature number changes.

5.4 Models and Parameter Selection

In this work, both classical and quantum adaptations of the OC-SVM were utilized,
specifically employing the OneClassSVM from the SKlearn* library. For all classical
approaches, the RBF kernel was employed with γ = 1

N·Var(M) and alongside a constant
ν value of 0.1.

Quantum circuits are crucial for kernel calculations and are created using the qiskit
library. They are simulated through qiskit_aer.QasmSimulator. A λ = 3 data reu-
ploading was used for all quantum feature maps, and inversion test kernel elements
were determined using 1000 shots each.

Randomized measurement circuits were realized with r = 30 measurement settings
and subjected to s = 9000 shots each. They require efficient classical post-processing,
including minimal embedded loops and prioritizing efficient matrix operations. The
variable subsampling method, utilizing c = ⌊ n

100⌋ components (n representing the train-
ing set size) and a subsample size ni ∈ [50,100] to ensure scalable model performance,

*https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.OneClassSVM.html

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.OneClassSVM.html
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invokes the Inversion test or the Randomized Measurements kernel using the same pa-
rameters mentioned above for the single OC-SVMs. A consistent value of ν is employed
in the calculation of the desired kernel matrix of each ensemble component.

5.5 Performance Metrics for Imbalanced Datasets

In the context of evaluating the performance of anomaly detection models on data sets
that are primarily imbalanced, it is essential to consider factors beyond the conventional
measure of accuracy. This is because accuracy may not be the most comprehensive
measure of a model’s performance across diverse categories of data. As Aggarwal [1]
highlights, metrics such as the F1 score and average precision are much more appro-
priate for this type of data. These metrics, which consider precision and recall, provide
a more accurate assessment of a model’s ability to identify anomalies within a highly
imbalanced data set.

F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, providing a balanced perspective
on model performance with regard to false positives and false negatives. It is defined as
follows:

F1 score = 2 · Precision ·Recall
Precision+Recall

. (14)

Average Precision meticulously quantifies a model’s proficiency in anomaly detection
across a spectrum of thresholds. This is achieved by calculating the area encompassed
beneath the precision-recall curve, which provides a detailed assessment of the model’s
capacity to discriminate anomalous occurrences.

AP = ∑
k
[Recall(k)−Recall(k+1)] ·Precision(k). (15)

In terms of average precision, a ratio equal to the data’s anomaly ratio indicates a model
with no anomaly detection capability. Conversely, a score of 1 signifies a flawless detec-
tor. Accordingly, the focal point of our analysis encloses average precision, augmented
by an examination of supplementary metrics, namely precision, recall, and the F1 score,
to provide a comprehensive evaluation.

6 Results

In the following section, we evaluate the different methods to lower the time complexity
of our model while maintaining performance. We focus on the average precision, which
allows us to assess the performance without taking into consideration the threshold used
on the scores, but also reports the evolution of thresholded metrics like the F1 score, the
recall, and the precision.

6.1 Performance Relative to Data Size

In Fig. 4 columns (a, b) show the performance metrics for the synthetic dataset and the
Credit Card Fraud Dataset in relationship to the data size, respectively.
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Fig. 4: The mean and standard deviation bars for the performance of the OC-SVM mod-
els trained using the methods presented. Column (a) represents the results for the syn-
thetic data (2 features). Column (b) shows the results for the Credit Card Fraud data
(6 features). Column (c) corresponds to the experiments with 500 points and varying
feature numbers.
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The Quantum Inversion Test (IT) OC-SVMs appear to reach higher average precision
than the classical RBF model for the synthetic dataset and similar average precision to
the classical RBF on the Credit Card dataset. Since the average precision of a random
detector is equal to the anomaly ratio, which is 0.3 for the synthetic dataset and 0.05 for
the Credit Card Fraud dataset, it seems like the method performs slightly better than a
random detector on the synthetic dataset and similar to one on the Credit Card Fraud
dataset. The plots further showcase that models trained with this kernel have higher
variance then the classical RBF.

The Quantum Randomized Measurements (RM) OC-SVMs surpass the classical RBF
but not the single Inversion Test models in average precision for the synthetic dataset.
On the Credit Card Fraud dataset, the unmitigated version outperforms all the previ-
ously evaluated methods on average precision and is only topped by the ensembles that
employ the quantum Randomized Measurements kernel. The models with the unmiti-
gated kernels showcase higher average precision but are more unstable because of their
higher variance.

The Variable Subsampling ensembles using the quantum Inversion Test kernel (VS-IT)
results approximate those of the quantum Inversion Test for both dataset. The variation
with the maximum score seems better for the synthetic dataset.

The Variable Subsampling ensembles using the quantum Randomized Measurements
kernel (VS-RM) exhibit a downward slope for the average precision until 750 samples,
where the trend appears to stabilize. The variance for this method is high, similar to the
single models trained on the randomized measurements kernel, but decreases with an
increasing number of features.

The Variable Subsampling with Rotated Feature Bagging ensembles using the Random-
ized Measurements kernel (VS-RFB-RM) obtain better average precision and do not
experience the same downward trend with increasing data size, demonstrating the po-
tential benefit of using different rotated axis systems in uncovering anomalies.

6.2 Performance Relative to Qubit Number / Feature Number

The Quantum Inversion Test OC-SVMs (IT) achieve a negligible improvement in aver-
age precision compared to the classical radial basis function (RBF) models. This con-
tradicts the results of Kyriienko et al. [11]. This discrepancy in the results might stem
from differences in the number of runs, the seeds used for the experiments, and the data
selection method, as these details were not disclosed in their paper.

The Quantum Randomized Measurements OC-SVMs (RM) performance seems to de-
cline when increasing the qubits. When error mitigation (Eq. 13) is applied during the
gram matrix calculation, the results are close to the classical RBF and the quantum
inversion test models. But if the error mitigation is skipped, the average precision is
higher than all the previous methods. The variance of the method noticeably exeeds the
previous methods, especially if the unmitigated version is selected, and does not reduce
as fast when increasing the number of features/qubits.
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The Variable Subsampling ensembles using the quantum Inversion Test kernel (VS-IT)
achieve similar results to the single quantum Inversion Test models and have slightly
lower variance than the single models. The difference in variance decreases with in-
creasing number of features/qubits.

The Variable Subsampling ensembles using the quantum Randomized Measurements
kernel (VS-RM) achieves better average precision than the previous methods and is only
surpassed by its variant with rotated feature bagging. The variation is very high, even
in comparison to the single models with Randomized measurements kernels. However,
we notice a slight improvement in the variation with higher qubits/features numbers.

The Variable Subsampling with Rotated Feature Bagging ensembles using the Random-
ized Measurements kernel (VS-RFB-RM) outperforms all the other methods in average
precision with increasing number of features/qubit. While it might seem that there is
little gain from using 7 principal components (from PCA) instead of 5, since the com-
ponents will transform the data to 3-dimensional data in both cases, the transformation
uses all the dimensions passed to it. It is clear that the method decreases the dependence
of performance on the number of features, and couples it with the number of ensemble
components instead, as that allows using the information from the features rotations
better. Thus, there is potential for further improving the results of the method, if the
number of the ensemble OC-SVM components is increased and more data is used.
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Fig. 5: Training and testing times in seconds, based on the data size in columns (a) and
(b), and on feature/qubit numbers in column (c).
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6.3 Time Complexity Relative to Data Size

Fig. 5 (a - b) display the training and testing times for our models in seconds in rela-
tionship to the data size for the synthetic dataset and the Credit Card dataset. We obtain
consistent results for both datasets.

The Quantum Inversion Test OC-SVMs (IT) evolves quadratically with the training data
size during training and linearly during testing.

The Quantum Randomized Measurements OC-SVMs (RM) substantially shortens the
training times, attaining an approximate 50% reduction in training time whilst tripling
the data size. However, the time complexity based on data size remains quadratic. It is
worth noting that the error mitigation in Eq. 13 does not seem to significantly increase
the kernel calculation time.

The Variable Subsampling ensembles using the quantum Inversion Test kernel (VS)
training times coincide with those of the other variants Variable Subsampling meth-
ods. The method extensively reduces the training times in comparison to the usage of
a single Inversion Test OC-SVM, and successfully achieves linear time complexity to
data size.

The Variable Subsampling ensembles using the quantum Randomized Measurements
kernel (VS-RM) achieves linear complexity to data size and even higher reductions in
time, in comparison to the VS with the Iversion Test kernel.

The Variable Subsampling with Rotated Feature Bagging ensembles using the Random-
ized Measurements kernel (VS-RFB-RM) have training times which are similar to the
other variable subsampling variants, but are especially more effective in diminishing
testing times. Notably, we obtain a nearly 90% reduction in training times and an 80%
reduction in testing times when using triple the amount of training data. For this method,
the time complexity to data size for this method during both training and testing is lin-
ear.

6.4 Time Complexity Relative to Qubit Number / Feature Number

Fig. 5(c) exhibits the training and testing times in function of the number of fea-
tures/qubits of our models for the Credit Card dataset.

The Quantum Inversion Test OC-SVMs’ (IT) time complexity during training seems to
evolve quadratically with the number of qubits/features.

The Quantum Randomized Measurements OC-SVMs (RM), in accordance with the re-
sults in [7], appear to have exponential time complexity in function of the number
of qubits/features. This causes the method to become unusable for high-dimensional
datasets without prior usage of dimensionality reduction techniques like PCA.
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The Variable Subsampling ensembles using the quantum Inversion Test kernel (VS) dis-
play a quadratic time complexity in relationship to the number of qubits/features, due
to the usage of the Inversion Test. The method leads to a drastic reduction in training
times, although the the effect on testing times is less pronounced.

The Variable Subsampling ensembles using the quantum Randomized Measurements
kernel (VS-RM) deminish training times more considerably than testing times. The
time complexity of this approach has an exponential relationship to the number of
qubits/features, similar to the Randomized Measurements kernel method.

The Variable Subsampling with Rotated Feature Bagging ensembles using the Random-
ized Measurements kernel (VS-RFB-RM) successfully manage to mitigate the exponen-
tial relationship of time to number of qubits arising from the usage of the Randomized
Measurements kernel, resulting in significant reductions of training and testing times.
The reason for this reduction is that the ensemble components are trained with 2+⌈

√
d

2 ⌉
dimensional rotated features instead of the original principal components d. The usage
of rotated feature bagging allows the application of Randomized measurements ker-
nels in use-cases where the data is high-dimensional. This combined with the variable
subsample sizes, produces the fastest method to train and test among all the quantum
methods we try.

7 Conclusion

Our study examines multiple approaches for efficient quantum anomaly detection using
one-class SVMs. The first approach is based on the classical Variable Subsampling en-
semble method, while the second utilizes the quantum Randomized Measurements ker-
nel calculation method. Our results demonstrate that the Variable Subsampling method
can effectively be used to train OC-SVM-based ensembles with the quantum Inver-
sion Test kernel in linear time complexity to data size and quadratic complexity to the
number of features. The method leads to a drastic acceleration in training and testing
times, without compromising the performance of the models, provided that the scoring
threshold is adjusted. Alternatively, the unmitigated Randomized Measurements kernel
seems to attain higher average precision than the Inversion Test and RBF kernel-based
methods for the Credit Card dataset, even though this dataset exhibits higher dimension-
ality and imbalance than the synthetic dataset. This method however produces unstable
models, evident in the high variance. Furthermore, it comes with exponential time com-
plexity to the number of qubits/features and a quadratic time dependence to data size.
These findings motivate a novel approach that integrates both methods, which we test in
the same experimental settings. We create new Variable Subsampling ensembles using
OC-SVMs trained with the Randomized Measurements kernel. This method surpris-
ingly leads to an increase in performance along with further improvements in training
and evaluation times, but still suffers from high variance and exponential time com-
plexity to the number of qubits. To overcome these drawbacks, we develop a further
method, variable subsampling with rotated feature bagging in combination with the
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Randomized Measurements kernel OC-SVMs. The resulting models, not only have lin-
ear time complexities to both the data size and the number of features/qubits, but also
achieve higher average precision than the previous models. However, their variance
remains very high, which can be attributed to the usage of the Randomized Measure-
ments kernel, the maximum combination function for the scores, and a potentially too
low number of ensemble components and maximum subsample size. These promis-
ing results for the time complexity open the door for more future research directions.
These include refining the Variable Subsampling methods by using a higher number of
components and maximal subsample sizes, thereby directing the focus toward the meth-
ods’ performance prospects or trying out the proposed methods with alternative feature
maps, including learnable ones. Importance sampling can be employed to improve the
Randomized Measurements kernel in the single OC-SVMs, as well as in the Variable
Subsampling ensembles. Furthermore, the classical shadow method, which showcases
lower average error compared to randomized measurements, can be assessed as an alter-
native to the Randomized Measurements method in the models above. Finally, it could
be interesting to evaluate the promising DISC and Block Basis Factorization methods
against the ones proposed in this work.
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